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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR CPI bounce to ease rate cut pressure, support EUR 

USD Still healthy labour market data not likely to lift USD 

JPY PM Kishida’s woes no barrier to further JPY gains  

GBP Mixed data to leave GBP little changed   

 
Overnight comment – Energy prices under pressure 

A largely-data free Asian session was dominated by sentiment. The sizable declines in US equities 
yesterday, especially tech stocks, got the session off to a poor start. An Israeli strike in Lebanon yesterday 
boosted fears that the conflict in the Middle East might spread, especially coming on the back of the news 
that Iran had dispatched a warship to the Red Sea. Early gains in crude oil reversed during the US session 
yesterday as risk-off sentiment dominated markets. Despite Middle East tensions crude oil ended lower, 
with Brent futures dipping towards the $76/barrel level and remaining there through the Asian session. 
Fears of weak global demand outweighed geopolitical risks. OPEC+ plans a market monitoring meeting in 
early February. Japanese markets remain closed for the New Year holidays. USD/JPY was choppy but 
little changed, sitting around 142.10 as Europe opens.     
 
European gas prices dropped to a 5-month low yesterday, helped by ample supplies which give traders 
confidence that the coming cold snap can be easily navigated. It has been a very disinflationary start to the 
New Year for energy prices. However, transport costs are rising as some shipping companies divert their 
ships away from the Suez canal. Yesterday S&P reported that its global manufacturing PMI edged lower 
to 49.0 in December from 49.3, while both input and output prices rose on the month vs November, even 
as the employment DI worsened. The news on costs for industrial goods prices has been mixed so far this 
year and we expect that after the plunge in producer prices in 2023, 2024 will be less disinflationary. Peak 
disinflation is likely in the rear view mirror. The data flow picks up today, especially in the US session. In 
Europe, German and Spanish unemployment data are rarely market movers. Front-end government supply 
in Germany and corporate bond issuance may keep fixed income markets on the back foot, especially 
given elevated rate cut expectations. EUR/USD was little changed in the Asian session, slightly above 
yesterday’s lows. The pair sits around 1.0955 as Europe opens, while GBP/USD is around 1.2630.     

                 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

US – JOLTS openings (k, Nov) 8863/8733 

US – ISM manufacturing index (DI, Dec) 47.2/46.7 

US – Vehicle sales (mn saar, Dec) 15.49/15.32 

US – FOMC minutes (Dec meeting) -- 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. Spanish and German unemployment reports are due. Whilst unemployment rates in the eurozone 
remain below pre-Covid lows, the drop in working hours remains a feature of the eurozone labour market. 
The 3 December BIS quarterly review (https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt2312f.htm) contains some 
interesting cross-county analysis of labour markets, with the drop in hours worked in the eurozone partially 
offsetting record low unemployment rates. Nonetheless, the outlook for the labour market remains a key 
input into the policy process. The ECB (and most official institutions like the IMF) see unemployment 
remaining little changed near the cycle low, despite the tightness of financial conditions. We expect a 
modest rise in unemployment, which in turn sees us expect weaker economic conditions than the ECB.          
 
US. The December FOMC minutes are due and will be closely watched for any discussion on rate cuts that 
Powell hinted at in the press conference. The December FOMC meeting surprised investors, coming in a 
lot more dovish than expected. The Dots, the statement and the press conference were all seen as dovish. 
FOMC commentary subsequent to the 13 December meeting implied that markets are pricing in too much 
from the Fed and the minutes should give more context on those hints. Today’s data include the ISM, 
JOLTS and vehicle sales. The ISM will likely be the most market moving as we sense that the declining 
response rates to the JOLTS survey is robbing it of some of its market impact. Within the ISM report we 
will be looking at the inventory situation, Lean inventories will likely limit how much further manufacturing 
declines. Vehicle sales are one of the earliest hard indicators of consumer demand each month. The 
consensus forecast is for a jump on the month but more broadly vehicle are flat around current levels.          

Market summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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